V. WORKING ON CITY OF SAN MARCOS PROPERTY

5.01 Interface with the City of San Marcos

A. Texas State University is obligated to interface with the City of San Marcos for all work, which occurs off campus (Texas State University Property).

B. Texas State University is also obligated to pay Impact Fees for additional sewage discharge to the City system. A/E shall provide calculation, which establishes net increase/decrease of sewage to the City system, which will be used to determine Impact Fee Charges, which Texas State University will pay to the City.

C. Curb cuts onto City of San Marcos Streets and/or TXDOT roadways shall be submitted to the appropriate agency for approval before the project is bid. Bid documents shall include signed drawings establishing approval by City or TXDOT or any other agency having jurisdiction.

D. Generally Texas State University has its own water system and is not obligated to pay tap or meter fees. Where Texas State University water is not available, the A/E shall coordinate all connections and related equipment with City. Bid documents shall include City signature block signifying City approval of documents.

E. Generally Texas State University has its own electrical distribution system and is not obligated to interface with or pay fees to SMEU. Where Texas State University electrical service is not available, the A/E is to submit documents to the City/SMEU for approval prior to issue of documents for bid. Where SMEU lines need to be adjusted to accommodate new construction such modifications must be addressed with SMEU as part of the bid package. A/E to coordinate this effort with approval of Texas State University – FPDC.

F. Fire Lane Curb Painting on City of San Marcos-owned streets, Refer to EXHIBIT 1, 5.01-2
Exhibit 1:

ALL CURB TOUCHING THE FIRE LANE AS SHOWN ON THE STRIPING PLAN SHALL BE STRIPED AS SHOWN ON THIS DETAIL

ALL RED

FIRE LANE - NO PARKING

FIRE LANE STRIPING

TOP AND FACE OF CURB PAINTED RED. WITH 4" HIGH WHITE LETTERS ON FACE OF CURB "FIRE LANE - NO PARKING" EVERY 20'

6

STRIPING NOTES

SPP-15
SS4/SPEC ITEM 860

The City of San Marcos
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT & ENGINEERING
STANDARD DETAIL
N.T.S.

APPROVED BY:
KATHRYN WOODLEE, P.E.
07-20-09
DRAWING: T/DETAILS/FIRE_STRIPING.DGN

End of Section 5.01